An Audio Equalizer for Communications Use

Originally designed for use at a multireceiver repeater site, this five-band equalizer may be just what you need to clarify transmit or receive audio at your station.

By Robin Rumbolt, WA4TEM
1202 Wilkinson Rd
Knoxville, TN 37923

Operators of multisite, voting repeater systems often encounter the problem of equalizing the different audio characteristics of remote receivers. Although my group used identical equipment for all remote receivers and their associated downlinks in our repeater system (WA4TEM), for instance, the audio characteristics of the various receivers were still different enough to be painfully apparent to repeater users—especially when the voter switched rapidly between receivers. So striking were these differences that we wondered if the voter, presented with audio input spectra that varied widely from receiver to receiver, was operating properly. We needed a means of equalizing the receiver outputs so that they all sounded the same.

I searched my repeater books and back copies of Amateur Radio magazines for solutions, but found none. Audio equalizers available for hi-fi systems proved unsuitable: Most of their equalization bands cover frequencies above and below the standard communications spectrum of 300 to 3000 Hz. I decided to design an equalizer to cover only 300 to 3000 Hz, five bands. The solution works: After installing the equalizer, we could no longer hear any tonal differences between the receivers in our repeater system. Here's a description of the equalizer circuit, including some suggestions on how to use the equalizer for other purposes. A kit of parts is available.1

The Equalizer Circuit

Not wishing to reinvent the wheel, I first scanned my IC data books for equalizer ICs and application circuits. The only IC I found that fit the application is the Mitsubishi M5226P, a five-band equalizer on a chip. It can handle RMS input voltages of up to 2.3 (6.3 V P-P), has a bandwidth range of about +11 to −12 dB, and can be powered by 9 to 20 V, single supply. Just exactly what I needed! Fig 1A shows the equalizer circuit. One such circuit is necessary for each audio channel to be equalized.

Next, I calculated the values of the capacitors (C1 and C2 in Fig 1B) needed to center the equalizer's bands at 300, 1000, 1700, 2400 and 3000 Hz.2 I sought capacitance values close to standard, available values. With capacitors of the calculated values in place, I measured the equalizer's five bands as centered at 306, 1081, 1732, 2594, and 3067 Hz—a little bit off the target frequencies, but close enough. Each band is fairly broad, as the data sheet frequency response curves (Fig 2) indicate should be the case.

Construction

You can build the equalizer on perf board, or on an etched PC board. (As described in Note 1, M5226P ICs, circuit boards and complete parts kits are available from me.) If you decide to build on perf board or lay out your own PC board, consider the style of poten-

Additional Uses for the Equalizer

Although this article concentrates on applying the equalizer to a multisite repeater system, the circuit has many other communications uses. At a single-site repeater, for example, one equalizer channel could be used to eliminate bassy or tinny audio and tailor the system's receive-audio response to the owner's liking.

Used in conjunction with an MF/HF receiver or transceiver, the equalizer can tone down annoying heterodynes, or render noisy bands more pleasant to individual hearing tastes. You can even create a stereophonic, frequency-dependent spatial effect by feeding your receiver output to two equalizer channels, amplifying these equalizer outputs to stereo-headphone level, and adjusting the equalizers to send high frequencies to one ear and low frequencies to the other. This technique is sometimes helpful in picking out signals on crowded CW bands.

Used with transceivers and transmitters, the equalizer can be adjusted to give your favorite mike added clarity—or to help a medicore mike sound better. Phone patches may sound better if you use the equalizer to regain some of the audio quality Ma Bell's long lines take away.

If five control bands aren't enough, by the way, you can put equalizer sections in series to construct an equalizer with as many bands as you wish; a four-channel, five-band board can easily become a two-channel, ten-band card. You can use the formulas in Note 2 to adapt the equalizer for any frequency in the audio range. WA4TEM

1Notes appear on page 24.
At A, the equalizer circuit. One of these is needed for each audio source to be equalized. B calls out C9 and C10 to illuminate Note 2. Fixed-value resistors are 1/8-W, carbon-film units. Parts designators not called out below are intended to facilitate PC-board parts placement. Equalizer parts and parts kits are available from the author; see Note 1. The table details edge-connector pin assignments in the author's killed PC-board version.

C6-C16—Polyester film capacitor, 5% tolerance preferred.
R3—50-kΩ, PC-mount, single-turn trimmer pot.
R4-R8—100-kΩ, PC-mount, single-turn trimmer pot.
U1—Mitsubishi M5226P audio-equalizer IC. Available from the author; see Note 1.

Fig 2—Typical response curves of an M5226P equalizer IC configured for hi-fi use.
Fig 3—WA4TEM’s four-channel, 300- to 3000-Hz audio equalizer just fits on a 4 1/2- x 6 1/4-inch PC board. PC-mount trimmer potentiometers at R3 and R4-R8 keep the space required for INPUT LEVEL and BOOST/CUT controls to a minimum.

Adjustments

Figuring out how to adjust the equalizer was the hardest part of the project. In our system, I installed the equalizer ahead of a Hall Electronics 4kV voter. The voter has separate equalizing capacitors on each of its input op amps; we removed these. Next, I set the equalizer’s INPUT LEVEL and BOOST/CUT controls to mid-range. Then, using a deviation meter and a transmitter whose signal was full quieting into all of the system’s remote receivers, I transmitted at 5-kHz deviation, single tones at the center frequencies of the equalizer’s five control bands. As I transmitted each tone, I adjusted the corresponding BOOST/CUT controls on all five equalizer sections for the same amplitude at the AUDIO OUTPUT terminals of all five equalizer channels. After all BOOST/CUT controls were properly adjusted on all five equalizer channels, equalization was almost complete.

This equalization procedure assures that the entire signal path, from the transmitter input to the system’s remote receivers through receiver-to-repeater links to the voter, is equalized for a flat response from 300 to 3000 Hz. This removes all de-emphasis from the system; proper de-emphasis must be restored. The Hall voter supports the installation of a collective de-emphasis capacitor on its final output op amp; I installed a de-emphasis capacitor at each point to complete the system equalization. If necessary, you can add de-emphasis to your system; Fig 4 shows examples of suitable circuits.

Summary

The equalizer does its job well. Before we added it to our system, listeners to our repeater could hear abrupt changes in audio characteristics as the voter switched between various receivers. With the equalizer added, there are no perceptible differences in audio level or tonal characteristics between receivers—and proper voter operation is assured.

Notes

1Equalizer components are available from the author as follows: (1) the Mitsubishi MS226P equalizer IC, $5; (2) a drilled, plated PC board with gold-plated edge-connector lugs, $25; (3) a complete kit of parts for a four-channel, five-band, 300- to 3000-Hz equalizer, including PC board and MS226P ICs, $95. Prices include postage within the US and Canada; orders and cashiers’ checks ensure the fastest response. Contact Robin Rumbolt, 1232 Wilkin- son Rd, Knoxville, TN 37923, tel 615-890-4224. The ARRL and QST in no way warrant this offer.

2Per the MS226P spec sheet, and assuming 100-kHz boost/cut controls, the value of equalizer capacitor C6 (see Fig 1B) for a given band center f can be found by the equation

\[
C_6 = \frac{1}{3.378 f^2}
\]

where

\[
f = \text{band-center frequency in hertz}
\]

\[
C_a = \text{capacitance of } C_a \text{ in farads}
\]

\[
C_6 \text{ should be approximately 1/18 the value of } C_a \text{ so } C_6 = 0.055 \times C_a\]

Use capacitors of the nearest standard values to those you calculate. Assuming that you use 100-kHz boost/cut controls, you can calculate the band-center frequencies set by the standard values you choose with the formula

\[
f = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{C_a \times C_6}} \times 8.16 \times 10^f
\]

where

\[
f = \text{frequency in hertz}
\]

\[
C_a = \text{capacitance of } C_a \text{ in farads}
\]

\[
C_6 = \text{capacitance of } C_6 \text{ in farads}
\]

3Using the deviation meter to set the transmitter audio-input level for uniform output from tone to tone eliminates the effects of audio passband variations in the transmitter.

4Without de-emphasis, the received audio sounds tinny. Of course, I could have “equalized” de-emphasis by adjusting each equalizer channel to provide the appropriate audio roll-off, but it was far easier to adjust everything for a flat response at a fixed transmitter deviation and then do a collective de-emphasis with one capacitor.
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